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Contrary to popular belief, Lorem Ipsum is not 
simply random text. It has roots in a piece of 
classical Latin literature from 45 BC, making it 
over 2000 years old. Richard McClintock, a Latin 
professor at Hampden-Sydney College in 
Virginia, looked up one of the more obscure Latin 
words, consectetur, from a Lorem Ipsum passage, 
and going through the cites of the word in classi-
cal literature, discovered the undoubtable 
source. Lorem Ipsum comes from sections 1.10.32 
and 1.10.33 of "de Finibus Bonorum et Malorum" 
(The Extremes of Good and Evil) by Cicero, writ-
ten in 45 BC. This book is a treatise on the theory 
of ethics, very popular during the Renaissance. 
The first line of Lorem Ipsum, "Lorem ipsum dolor 
sit amet..", comes from a line in section 1.10.32.

The standard chunk of Lorem Ipsum used since 
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Company History/
Overview
This document presents a high-level overview of the qualifications 
and experience of Apricity Renewables Inc. (ARI). ARI offers an 
extensive complement of engineering services for the solar and 
renewables industries. Our team is comprised of professional engi-
neers and engineers-in-training with diverse experience in R&D, 
project development, manufacturing, construction, operations, and 
engineering consulting. We greatly appreciate the opportunity to 
discuss your upcoming project plans.

ARI maintains strong working relationships with a variety of indus-
try leading professionals and consultants, allowing us to augment 
our scope of services. The ability to tackle broad and challenging 
renewable energy projects while maintaining the clear value associ-
ated with interfacing with a sole engineering firm provides an 
appreciable benefit to our clients.

Apricity Renewables Inc. holds a Certificate of Authorization with 
Professional Engineers Ontario to offer professional engineering 
services in the province.
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About Apricity
Apricity Renewables Inc. (ARI) is a Canadian Corporation that specializes in delivering engineering 
services for solar and renewables projects. ARI was founded to satisfy a strong demand in the 
marketplace for value-added engineering firms with dedicated knowledge and capacity to deliver 
services for the solar and renewables sector. 

Our vision is to work as partners with developers, contractors, and system owners to bring high 
quality solar assets online faster and with lower total system costs. Approaching projects with a 
results oriented systems engineering method will reduce our client’s soft costs, and improve 
clients’s project cycles.

ARI’s founders have provided engineering and project management for the largest bankable 
rooftop solar projects in Canada, delivering engineering services and performance verification 
services for portfolios financed by some of the largest banks in North America. ARI provides due 
diligence and advisory services for clients across Canada with a core focus on the Ontario and 
Alberta markets.
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SERVICE OFFERINGS

ARI provides engineering services for a variety of solar and renewables sectors including:

Commercial Rooftop PV
Utilility Ground Mount PV
Commercial Solar Thermal 
Off-grid Systems
BIPV
Micro-grids

Energy Efficiency & Load Management 
Remote Mining Power Systems
Systems Integration & Design 
Project Management
Asset Verification & Due Diligence
Technology Assessment & Due Diligence
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Services

Technology Assessment
Project Planning Reviews
Performance Verification & 
Testing

Energy Yield Assessments
Operations & Maintenance 
Planning
Portfolio Assessments & 
Data Analysis

With a team that brings 14 years of combined industry experience in solar and renewables, ARI can 
offer a wide range of services to help you succeed on your next project. Leveraging experience 
across hundreds of projects, over 100MW of installed capacity, and working with over 35 utilities 
in the province of Ontario alone, our engineering team can add value at all stages of your project 
cycle.

Asset Verification and Due Diligence

Renewable energy generation projects have proven to be reliable and bankable assets that can 
provide investors with steady returns. Understanding the value of a renewable generation asset and 
its associated risk profile is critical for our client’s success. ARI can provide third party due diligence 
for clients seeking financing, looking to buy or sell assets, or looking to evaluate suppliers.

The ARI Renewables engineering team has developed a depth of experience across the value chain 
of solar and renewables generation. Our team brings a combination of industry experience in 
manufacturing, development, construction, R&D, operations, and third party due diligence. 
Leveraging these diverse backgrounds ensures we can provide our clients with a thorough suite of 
services including:
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Construction Engineering support 

ARI’s team knows what it takes to ensure your project is engineered with quality and costs in mind. 
Working with the system owner and contractor, we can identify the scope of work that best suits 
the client’s needs. Our team has seen countless designs through preliminary drawings, ESA plan 
review, issued for construction, and as-built phases. Not only can we produce drawing sets that will 
be compliant with Authorities Having Jurisdiction (AHJs), we can provide clear schedules and mile-
stones to ensure all parties are familiar with the cycle times for utility and ESA approvals. An engi-
neering plan that integrates seamlessly with construction will ease the project management 
demand when approaching target COD dates. If the client is working with an EPC with in house 
engineering, we have the tools and resources that many EPC engineering teams do not. We can 
provide closeout services, utility COVER commissioning, power quality analysis, and performance 
testing to supplement in house resources.

Owner’s Engineering

ARI provides owners with the information and technical support they need to ensure a smooth 
tender, award, and construction process. Preparing clear and detailed specifications and owner’s 
statement of requirements will ensure you receive strong bids from the best proponents that can be 
easily evaluated head to head. Once construction is underway, our team can provide assistance in 
monitoring construction schedules, highlight critical path items, and identify compliance concerns 
before they impact COD dates. Once the project is constructed, ARI has the test equipment and 
experience to provide detailed quality assurance punch lists, and performance verification.
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Our Team
The ARI team has 14 years combined industry experience in solar and renewables, with combined 
project experience exceeding 200 projects and 100MW of installed capacity.

PROJECT ROLE PERSONNEL PROFILE

Principal Engineer Ross Green, P.Eng 

Nate Preston, M.ASc Project Lead

Joshua Friedlich, B.ESc, EIT PV Systems 
Analyst

Ross Green has six years of diverse experience in the Ontario Solar Industry 
in both rooftop and ground mount PV.  Ross got his start in the renewables 
sector as an Applications Engineer focused on the implementation of Solec-
tria Renewables grid tied solar PV inverters in the province of Ontario. This 
role entrenched Ross with a very technical approach to PV system design, 
which has proven a critical asset for the execution of construction engineer-
ing and engineer or record services for some of the largest bankable commer-
cial solar PV portfolios in the country.  Ross has completed detailed system 
performance validation for utility scale ground mount and rooftop projects, 
including weather station calibration, data validation against third party data 
sets, and detailed snow loss modelling based on multi-year performance data.  
Ross led the construction group of a prominent Ontario EPC to the successful 
completion of over 4MW of commercial rooftop PV projects in 2015.  Ross is 
a proven leader in managing and executing on successful Solar PV construc-
tion projects, with particular attention to the underlying engineering, 
procurement and coordination resources involved.

Nate Preston is a demonstrated leader with experience managing commer-
cial PV construction projects including design and resource planning, regula-
tory compliance, procurement, installation, and commissioning. He has 
experience with both rooftop and ground mount projects. Nate has partici-
pated in project management, design and engineering services for over 150 
rooftop PV projects across Ontario, and has been involved in providing solar 
PV engineering for four years. Nate has six years of R&D experience in 
Academia, and completed his Masters focusing on PV systems integration at 
the Queen’s University Solar Calorimetry Lab. Nate has been modelling solar 
system performance for 10 years using industry accepted software such as 
PVSYST, Helioscope, Polysun, and TRNSYS. Nate developed his passion for 
solar during his undergraduate degree, as the manager of a team of 16 
students and $1M budget during the design, construction, and racing of a 
solar vehicle from Dallas, TX to Calgary, AB.

Josh Friedlich is a Mechanical Engineer-In-Training with 4 years of experience 
as a renewable energy consultant. He has significant experience with ground 
mounted and roof mounted PV systems and has worked on a variety of 
projects including: system and layout design, energy production estimates, 
feasibility studies, performance verifications and Renewable Energy Assess-
ments (REA) and audits.  Josh’s recent project experience includes Indepen-
dent Engineering for 6 large scale, ground mount utility projects (Ontario 
LRP). As a PV System Analyst, his role was to develop 20-year energy 
production estimates for each system using PVsyst. Additionally, Josh 
produced optimization models for panel tilt, inter-row spacing and DC 
overbuild in order to determine the design which yields the greatest 
economic benefit for the available land. Other recent experience includes 
Lender’s Engineer for 21 rooftop solar sites. Josh developed complex PVsyst 
models for this project, which included detailed snow loss models and 
shading scenes, to compare predicted production to actual production data 
and ultimately validate previous energy production estimates.
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Lenders need experienced technical expertise when evaluating risks associated with 
construction and take-off financing. It is critical to ensure the project has a high 
probability of success through construction and COD, and then onwards for the duration 
of the PPA.

ARI has provided Axes Capital with 3rd Party Due Diligence services on over 1MW of PV 
projects, covering energy simulations, snow loss estimates, P(50) and P(90) yield 
modeling, QA/QC procedures, and technical documentation reviews.

Project Description: 3rd Party Due Diligence 

Case Studies

ARI was selected to provide Owner’s Engineering Services for the Township of Selwyn to 
ensure their three rooftop FIT projects met quality and performance requirements.
ARI has the training and advanced testing equipment to provide the township with 
detailed performance commissioning including IV curve tracing and Performance Ratio 
testing.

These test reports give the owner confidence that the system is operating properly from 
day one, as well as a valuable benchmark that can provide critical information for the 
system operator throughout the lifetime of the project.

Having an experienced 3rd party to validate system performance and provide a quality 
control punch-list gives the Township confidence in the 342 kW of generating capacity 
they are adding to their portfolio of assets.

Project Description: Owner’s Engineering Services
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When a contractor is working on the largest commercial rooftop portfolio in Canada, they need 
an engineering partner they can rely on.

ARI is providing Fitzpatrick Electrical Contractor with closeout and performance testing services 
for PV projects as part of the Toronto District School Board portfolio. With up to a dozen projects 
under construction at any given time, Fitzpatrick relies on ARI to move quickly when projects are 
ready to commission and apply for COD. ARI’s engineer will review the site in detail, noting the 
as-built condition of the site and highlighting any deficiencies that need correcting. By providing 
clear and fast reporting, Fitzpatrick is able to apply reach COD sooner and move on to the next 
job.

Project Description: Construction Engineering Services 
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Applying results oriented engineering to 
your next renewable energy project

CONTACT US

507 Cordach Cres, 
Peterbororough ON
K9H 3A4, Canada

1 888 243 8233

Visit our website for more information 
www.apricityrenewables.com

contact@apricityrenewables.com


